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Abstract

During the last decade of the 20th century, a major shift took place in the

structure of the electric power industry and all its operations were unbundled, i.e.

de-regulated. The introduction of deregulation has changed the basic structure of

the electricity market. Because of the restructuring and deregulation of the power

utilities, the power industry is becoming turbulently competitive, and going through

technological and regulatory changes, which affect its planning, operation, control

and services to customers. It is important to identify the effects and impacts of these

changes on the planning, operation, control and cost of the power system. Due to the

ongoing restructuring process of the electric power industry, power system operation

in electricity supply systems has been experiencing dramatic changes. So Economic

Dispatch (ED) must be handled differently because several utilities supply power

to their designated customers at different market prices, even though at the same

time they use a common transmission network.

In the deregulated environment, with the trend of an increasing number of bilat-

eral contracts being signed for electricity market trades, the possibility of insufficient

resources leading to network congestion may be unavoidable. The transmission line

is to be identified as congested if the physical or operational constraints of a par-

ticular transmission line are violated. In this scenario, congestion management re-

mains the central issue in transmission management in deregulated power systems.

Different market structures and market rules lead to different methods of conges-

tion management. There are mainly two methods for congestion management; i.e.

cost-free means and non-cost free means. When dealing with the transmission con-

gestion management issue various objectives should be achieved such as evaluating

congestion on transmission lines including power transaction under the deregulated

environment of the power system, determining transmission congestion cost for con-

gested transmission lines, relieving congestion of transmission lines with different

congestion management techniques and to enhance transmission line security along

with congestion management.

Evaluation of the impact of any power transactions needs to be identified. Var-

ious methods are suggested in the literature for the same. In this work impact of

power transactions on transmission lines evaluated with some conventional meth-

ods like DC-PTDF, AC-PTDF and RPF. Modified Z-bus and OPF-PTDF methods

introduced and the results obtained are compared. Transmission congestion cost

(TCC) is evaluated by OPF carried out with and without line flow constraints.
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This Congestion cost is further allocated to congested lines. A method was dis-

covered based on bialek’s upstream and downstream algorithm to allocated TCC

to generators and loads accountable for congestion. Method to reduce TCC by

operating generators beyond optimal point demonstrated. Methods introduced to

alleviate congestion and TCC by injecting local distributed generation and load cur-

tail method. A social welfare-based congestion management scheme of load alleviate

using financial instruments is discussed with results on standard test systems.
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1 State of the art of the research topic

The Electrical power industry experiences a major change in its structure during the

last decade of the 20th century. Due to techno-economical reasons, all the operations

of vertically integrated power systems were un-bundled. Under deregulated power sys-

tem environment, all major entities operated independently. Due to these changes, the

operation and control of the power system also took a major shift. Open access to the

transmission system became a mandatory requirement for the deregulated power system.

The transmission system must be available to every market participant of deregulated

electricity market without any discrimination. Due to these developments, the opera-

tion and planning of transmission systems are still considered as major challenges for the

deregulated environment of the power system. It is a tendency to dispatch load with

cheaper generators up to the maximum available generation capacity. Transmission cor-

ridors connected to cheaper generators loaded heavily in such cases. But physical and

operating constraints limits supply to all loads by cheaper generators. Insufficient trans-

mission capacity to carry out all preferred transactions of the electricity market is termed

as the state of transmission congestion. System Operator (SO) has a major task to relieve

the congestion of transmission line and to operate it in a secure state. Various schemes

adapted by SO to operate transmission lines in the secure state are known as congestion

management schemes. These methods are classified based on approaches by which conges-

tion management is achieved as market based methods and non-market based methods.

There is a number of literature published in various journals or presented in conferences

on congestion management (CM) issues in past years.

Evaluation of transmission congestion constraints explored in [1] by simulating char-

acteristics of poolco operation and implement it with readily available software. Social

effects of transmission congestion [2] by pre-congestion and post congestion cost analysis

for suppliers and customers by studying revenues, the wealth transfer, the merchandise

surplus, the dead weight welfare loss and the market efficiency of the generation com-

panies. Thermal limit, voltage stability and its regulation [3] are three main causes of

transmission congestion and the use of shunt capacitors is a cost effective solution to re-

lieve congestion. The concept of the locational marginal price (LMP) [4] used to define

zonal boundaries to decide zones to be merged or to be split as well as zonal and fixed

transmission rights along with LMP are combined to manage congestion. Possible vari-
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ants of the emerging energy market options discussed [5] and then formed rule base model

considering knowledge base to model contracts and system constraints.

Different methods are suggested in the literature for congestion management, mainly

classified as market based methods and non-market based methods. Market based meth-

ods are methods that used either dispatch methods, generator rescheduling, load manage-

ment or nodal pricing based methods. Pool and contract dispatch models with a priority

of load curtailment described [6, 7] in which pool model based on maximizing social wel-

fare while contract base model based on contracts between generators and loads. Various

dispatch methodologies for open access of transmission line introduced [8] by representing

a conceptual model of pool dispatch, bilateral dispatch and multilateral dispatch along

with the necessity of dispatch coordination between these models. Various costs asso-

ciated with transmission constraints by considering poolco market and bilateral trade

market models studied [9] in which nodal price framework considered for poolco market

model while for bilateral trade model cost function optimized. Transmission congestion

management system (TDCMS) software presented [10] by introducing the concept of the

independent system operator (ISO). A solution based on graph theory and the power

flow controller with support of multi-agent system technology proposed in [11] which fur-

ther used to solve the optimizing problem. A strategic bidding problem discussed [12]

by modifying the cost function of a generator connected to any bus after demonstrating

segregation of network congestion of the wholesale electricity market. Effectiveness of

congestion clusters method for congestion management discussed for cost and loss mini-

mization [13] with the definition of transmission congestion distribution factors (TCDFs)

which used to evaluate the change inflow of an increase in the injection of power at any

bus. Transmission line congestion investigated [14] as a primary factor for transmission

expansion planning. The mathematical formulation of congestion cost for poolco market

presented as a difference between the cost for pre and post congestion conditions con-

sidering the status of constraints. Nodal spot price equations described [15] based on

marginal fuel component, marginal maintenance component and grid’s quality of supply

with an evaluation of fixed transmission rights (FTR).A short term forecasting algorithm

discussed [16] for congestion, LMPs and other power system variables based on two tech-

niques; dividing parameters space of a quadratic-linear programming and convex hull

determination.Difference between location pricing and re-dispatch based congestion man-

agement framework analyzed [17] by determining optimal power flow and optimal nodal
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price problem. Two sets of sensitivity indices: Real Power transmission Congestion dis-

tribution Factors (PTCDFs) and Reactive Power transmission Congestion Distribution

Factors (QTCDFs) used for congestion management [18] in which selection and partici-

pation of generators depend on both their reactive sensitivity and bid price for up/down

regulation. Shift factor (SF) methodology, formulated through three stages [19] based

on dc load flow network model, employed to perform congestion based nodal price model

through optimal power flow. A direct method of reduction of line overload is proposed [20],

in which cost of load shedding and cost of generation rescheduling with the sensitivity of

the overhead lines to the bus injections. Non domination based genetic algorithm (NSGA

II) used to solve a multi-objective optimization problem formed to minimize congestion

management cost and to maximize loading margin as an index of voltage stability margin

and transient stability margin [21]. Newton power flow and primal dual interior point lin-

ear programming (PDILP) with predictor and corrector technique used [22] for modified

decoupled optimal power flow in which active and reactive optimization addressed differ-

ently. A simplified approach proposed [23] for security oriented power system operation

in which the first contribution of each generator for a particular overloaded line identi-

fied and then based on relative electric distance (RED) concept the desired proportion

of generation for the desired overload relieving obtained. A market model of congestion

management proposed [24] for all types of transactions emphasis on renewable energy

sources and maximizing social welfare. Two stages; priory and post congestion; for trans-

mission congestion management costs (TCMC) and emission discussed [25] via a proposed

ε-constraint technique. A combined objective function obtained [26] using generation cost

function and congestion management cost function incorporating additional penalty fac-

tors which further solved by bacterial foraging algorithm. Simple indices introduced [27]

for effective and agreeable load curtailment in congested line as the sensitivity of load to a

congested branch, economic incentives to cut down consumption and customer willingness

to curtail load during congestion. These indices are achieved by mathematical formulation

for maximizing social welfare, the overall index for possible load management and gener-

ator re-dispatch. Congestion relief as a function of line susceptances and line capabilities

based on bid functions of supplies investigated [28] for the formulation of total system

cost and is solved by sequential quadratic programming. Increase and decrease in line

flow identified [29] by making use of z-bus and formed an objective function incorporating

incremental and decremental cost for generations with real power constraints. An innova-
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tive multi-agent architecture of decision support system for the power system congestion

management consist of some agents mainly as Dispatcher Interaction Agent (DIA), Region

Agent (RA), Management agent (MA) and Case Management Agent (CMA) suggested

[30] which used multi-agent building toolkit MAGE. The zonal congestion management

approach is discussed in [31, 32], using real and reactive power sensitivity index as well

as balancing energy up/down service settlement and other similar factors. Voltage sta-

bility [33, 34] considered as a major criterion for congestion management and achieved

by considering voltage constraints, voltage stability index L and relative electric distance.

Allocation of distributed generators [35] for congestion relief along with voltage security

determined by line flow sensitivity factors and loss of load expectation indices.

Determination of congestion cost and distribution of this among all participants is

an important issue in the operation of the deregulated power system. A simple method

discussed [36] using optimal bus price to calculate congestion cost based on the fact that

additional flow increases congestion. Total congestion cost index (TCCI) to be minimized

calculated [37] based on congestion cost index (CCI) for the given number of buses and

CCI obtained by difference of bidding rate and power during pre-dispatch and re-dispatch

era. To identified the effect of each load on congestion and to determine the congestion cost

a simple method [38] of loading line individually identified. Using topological generation

distribution factor [39] average congestion index and varying congestion index determined.

Generation shift factor utilized [40, 41] for identifying congestion cost for different market

models. Security constrained optimal power flow (SCOPF) with and without line flow

constraints carried out [42] to determine total congestion cost which further distributed

into line wise congestion cost whereas same SCOPF with inputs from energy manage-

ment system (EMS) and state estimator applied [43] iteratively with contingency analysis

used to estimate the actual cost of congestion. Usage based principles like equivalent

bilateral exchange (EBE) based on the calculation of load distribution factors, modified

z-bus method based on modeling of generators and load and z-bus utilization for line cur-

rent decomposition for determining congestion cost discussed in [44–47]. A load variation

model including load growth participating factor formed [48] whereas an optimization

problem solved [49] by decomposing Lagrange multiplier to evaluate impacts of demand

responsiveness on transmission congestion. An ant colony algorithm with three different

loading conditions was applied [50] for evaluating forecasted output and price using min-

max target function considering transmission congestion rate with compensation of both
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active and reactive power. Distributed energy sources (DERs) plays an important role

for alleviating transmission congestion cost. The usage based transmission cost division

method is introduced [51] in which transmission capacity is divided into four capacities to

gauge the contribution of DERs to transmission cost. A modified image domain method

for power flow tracing [52] used to allocate transmission cost and advance congestion

management. Power tracking coefficient developed [53] with the help of kirchoff’s law for

the active power flow tracking and revenue collected by individual generator determined.

FACTs devices make it enable to control power flow in less time with greater flexi-

bility. They are used to influence the system by switching or controlling shunt and series

compensation as well as phase shift control. Besides conventional methods for optimiza-

tion, a number of artificial intelligence methods mainly genetic algorithm (GA), particle

swarm optimization (PSO), ant colony algorithm many other, are also applied for opti-

mization. Sequential quadratic programming (SQP) method used [54] for optimal power

flow by obtaining the mathematical model of FACTs device whereas same SQP is used

[55] to determine security margin in presence of TCSC and SVC. A method proposed [56]

for placements of FACTs device to relieve congestion by decomposing lagrange function in

three components like marginal energy component, marginal loss component and a conges-

tion component. Basic generator rescheduling congestion management approach used [57]

for a hybrid market model in which modified objective function including FACTs devices

considered. Multi objective function formed [58, 59] by considering fuel cost function,

FACTs device cost function as well as branch loading, voltage stability and minimization

of losses for optimal placement of FACTs devices for congestion management. A General-

ized approach for placing FACTs devices for congestion management modeled [60–62] by

forming an objective function considering total system loss, real power flow performance

index and DC power flow sensitivity. A formulation developed[63] for coordinating FACTs

devices with demand response (DR) model, based on load before demand response, the in-

centive to customer for load reduction, the penalty for not participating in DR and market

price before and after DR. Multiple types of FACTs device used [64] to relieve congestion

with help of conventional maximizing social welfare objective function solved by genetic

algorithm (GA). An objective function formed [65] by combining social welfare function

and TCSC cost function solved by GA with certain equality and non-equality constraints.

TCSC for transmission line modeled for maximum compensation and a combined objec-

tive function formulated [66] for an optimal power flow for minimization of line overload,
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generation cost, and power loss considering active-reactive power generation. A hybrid

chemical reaction optimization (HCRO) method presented [67] to verify UPFC based

problems in which cost minimization function formed combining generation fuel cost and

UPFC installation cost with constraints. A genetic algorithm (GA) based method pre-

sented [68] for congestion management to maximize social welfare using one unit Static

Synchronous Series Compensator (SSSC) in s double auction pool market based power

system. PSO applied for congestion management by generator rescheduling [69] in which

objective function framed by generation cost function and generation shift factor. An

algorithm proposed [70] for congestion management by optimal generation rescheduling

using PSO with an objective function formed by combining price bids by generators to

increase or decrease its corresponding active pool power. Generator rescheduling based

congestion management using GA formulated [71, 72] where participation of generator

for re-dispatch determined by evaluating generation shift factors and objective function

formed with fuel cost function as well as incremental and decremental bid cost of selected

generators.

2 Definition of the Problem

As discussed in the previous section, Congestion management is a key issue for the

deregulated power system. The impact of the power transactions on line flows due to

additional power transactions under different market models of deregulated power system

needs to be identified. Similarly, due to the operating constraints of transmission corridors,

cheaper generators can’t be used to deliver all loads at their full capacity. This increases

the overall cost of the system to deliver the load. An increase in system cost accounted

as transmission congestion cost. Evaluation of transmission congestion cost also termed

as total congestion cost (TCC) is an important factor for power system operating in the

congested state. TCC should be allocated to generators (suppliers) and load (customers)

as per their participation factor to the congestion. Efficient and transparent congestion

management techniques need to be adopted to relieve congestion as well as congestion

cost of the power system.

In this work new method is proposed to identify the impact of additional power

transactions from the conventional methods. Evaluation of TCC and allocation of TCC

to generators and load determined with basic power flow tracing algorithm. To reduce
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TCC, congestion relief methods are identified. Load alleviating and distributed generation

methods are worked out in this work for congestion management.

3 Objective and Scope of Work

From the above discussion and literature review, research gap has been found based

on which the following objectives are defined in this research work:

1. To evaluate of congestion on transmission lines including power transaction under

deregulated environment of power system.

2. To determine transmission congestion cost for congested transmission lines as well

as allocation of these costs to responsible generators and load.

3. To introduce novel methods for the reduction of congestion cost.

4. To relieve congestion of transmission lines with different congestion management

techniques.

4 Original Contribution by the thesis

After carrying out rigorous literature survey and research work, following major con-

tributions are claimed in this thesis:

1. Identification of increase in Line flow due to transactions under deregulated power

system has been found using following methods.

� Power transfer distribution matrix (PTDF) method based on:

– DC power Flow

– AC power Flow

– Optimal Power Flow

� Repeated Power Flow (RPF)

� Line flow deformation utilizing Z-bus (By NRLF and OPF)

� Line outage distribution factors (LODF) evaluated using PTDF
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2. Transmission congestion cost have been evaluated and transmission cost manage-

ment done by following method:

� Evaluation of Total congestion cost (TCC) by re-dispatch method

� Evaluation of Line congestion cost from TCC using dual variable associated

with constrained lines.

� Algorithm to allocate TCC to generators using bilaek’s up-stream algorithm

� Algorithm to allocate TCC to Loads bilaek’s down-stream algorithm

� Transmission Congestion Cost management by Generator Rescheduling

3. Transmission congestion management is done with modified methods as follows:

� Load relieving method by selecting customers with higher load.

� Local power injection at bus of the congested line.

� Load relieving method using social welfare function along with financial tools

like Contract for Differences (CfD) and Fixed Transmission Rights (FTR).

5 Results and Comparison

Initially, all the algorithms developed tested on small standards networks. Then after

results are obtained on IEEE-14 bus, IEEE-30 bus and IEEE-118 bus systems.

5.1 Identification of increase in Line flow due to transactions

under deregulated power system

IEEE-14 bus and IEEE-30 bus system have been considered for the identification

of an increase in line flow. A power transaction of 30 MW is considered between bus

numbers 3 and 14 for obtaining results for the IEEE-14 bus system. Initially, the power

transfer distribution factor (PTDF) matrix evaluated by DC-PTDF method using DC

load flow [73, 74], a standard method to obtain PTDF. Then, PTDF evaluated using AC

load flow method (AC-PTDF) and optimal power flow (OPF-PTDF). Obtained results

are compared with one conventional method, repeat power flow (RPF). Line flow eval-

uation due to additional transactions also evaluated by using the Z-bus method. Line

current is deformed for deciding participation factors utilizing Z-bus. Utilization of Z-bus
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Table 1: IEEE-14 bus results for line flow comparison for transaction between bus 3 and 14

Line
No

Fbs Tbs
Power flow due to method mentioned in column

DC PTDF AC PTDF
Modified

OPF PTDF
RPF

Modified
NRLF flow

by Zbus

Modified
OPF flow
by Zbus

1 1 2 -1.67445 -3.09656 -1.84057 -1.93719 -4.067061 -2.933578
2 1 5 3.895263 3.120219 3.677892 4.058094 6.658346 6.982449
3 2 3 -11.8327 -12.7013 -12.001 -12.778 -9.87408 -12.8346
4 2 4 4.52173 4.2734 4.579056 4.790571 6.84212 7.355075
5 2 5 5.566347 5.386166 5.566465 6.157095 7.328123 8.089777
6 3 4 18.35819 18.29824 17.92687 17.94904 17.3376 22.10964
7 4 5 4.05141 4.628205 3.817064 5.366629 1.792434 2.616497
8 4 7 11.77897 11.27989 11.09374 11.14422 13.02127 13.40298
9 4 9 6.743792 6.439232 6.403922 6.27339 7.458461 8.093028
10 5 6 12.68932 12.54717 12.54865 15.05059 15.07381 16.80149
11 6 11 0.806191 0.718462 0.775954 1.454798 1.12864 1.068255
12 6 12 2.537197 2.402367 2.389503 3.086462 2.843803 3.218657
13 6 13 9.246038 9.388354 9.348007 10.50933 10.69471 11.58873
14 7 8 0 0 0 0 0.04614 -1.75339
15 7 9 11.70387 11.21361 11.00526 11.14422 12.97513 15.15637
16 9 10 -0.79994 -0.70848 -0.77819 -1.37683 -0.58889 -0.17804
17 9 14 18.21604 18.14691 17.98337 18.79444 19.78566 21.28372
18 10 11 -0.80308 -0.70403 -0.76997 -1.3684 -0.96932 -0.80648
19 12 13 2.778873 2.364406 2.357175 3.010303 2.555374 2.686249
20 13 14 11.78945 11.32083 11.29277 13.06099 12.43425 13.01578

Total 109.5725 104.3171 105.376 114.3898 130.6107 140.8298

[29, 46, 47, 75] are discussed primarily for decomposing of currents considering as either

combined effects of both generator and load or individual on network flow. Here the

same Z-bus method is further used to identify the current distribution through line due

to additional injection of power and corresponding drawl from the load. The algorithm

was further modified to determine the line flow contribution of an individual generator

with its dedicated load after carrying out newton raphson load flow (NRLF) and OPF.

Table 1 shows all results put together for all the methods.

In table 1, the column DC-PTDF, AC-PTDF and OPF-PTDF represents increase

in line flows evaluated from the PTDF values. Compared with the RPF method, it is

observed that line flows evaluated are almost in nearby value. Last two columns of table

1 demonstrate results obtained for line flow increase determined by the current separation

technique using z-bus. These results are also fall in the nearby range of the value with

the other results obtained.

Similar kind of results are obtained for the IEEE-30 bus system and are shown in table
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Table 2: IEEE-30 bus results for line flow comparison for transaction between bus 2 and 21

Line
no.

Fbs Tbs
Power flow due to method mentioned in column

DC PTDF AC PTDF
Modified

OPF PTDF
RPF

Modified
NRLF flow

Modified
OPF flow

1 1 2 -7.13771 -7.21074 -7.65965 -6.70965 11.43098 6.355597
2 1 3 11.70039 11.15496 11.09707 12.11314 15.45578 13.32112
3 2 4 16.02893 15.51985 15.41267 16.11742 14.18961 13.33609
4 3 4 11.6333 10.02673 10.12158 11.18641 14.80432 12.75855
5 2 5 8.306007 8.53624 8.330448 8.754201 13.13258 10.70222
6 2 6 18.58034 18.05753 17.9014 18.81971 17.44877 16.08076
7 4 6 11.87173 10.24385 10.37065 11.12921 14.08647 11.96998
8 5 7 8.233914 7.817747 7.778753 8.100399 3.03998 4.209117
9 6 7 -8.21341 -7.98974 -7.83921 -8.3254 -1.4955 -2.75261
10 6 8 1.342308 1.030007 1.056966 1.25802 3.637017 2.581951
11 6 9 20.69087 18.15906 18.15803 19.69133 15.26769 14.69758
12 6 10 11.77268 10.2984 10.35231 11.15431 8.688119 8.486473
13 9 11 0 0 0 0 0.287981 -0.20624
14 9 10 20.381 17.91467 17.89154 19.69133 14.97971 14.90382
15 4 12 15.00177 13.70568 13.74426 15.04056 13.63941 12.98829
16 12 13 0 0 0 0 0.265195 0.19724
17 12 14 1.730812 1.480162 1.48401 1.635372 1.729705 1.644409
18 12 15 6.440319 5.904582 5.919274 6.475117 5.704543 5.465351
19 12 16 6.750457 6.346751 6.358751 6.930074 5.0631 4.884716
20 14 15 1.987496 1.47347 1.476204 1.604524 1.158553 1.118063
21 16 17 6.693247 6.17418 6.197569 6.802027 4.708964 4.561605
22 15 18 3.77965 3.297576 3.308809 3.620785 2.860302 2.74884
23 18 19 3.781549 3.244712 3.258858 3.563876 2.547713 2.461236
24 19 20 3.784482 3.254102 3.268368 3.543917 1.70845 1.69083
25 10 20 -3.75624 -3.30587 -3.32462 -3.59435 -1.54915 -1.55042
26 10 17 -6.7245 -6.16708 -6.1978 -6.76167 -3.94327 -3.8638
27 10 21 28.61448 27.18269 27.2317 29.78682 20.62103 20.39852
28 10 22 10.92583 10.41382 10.43037 11.41484 8.034082 7.941376
29 21 22 -21.417 -19.0474 -19.1028 -20.8342 -13.7298 -13.6163
30 15 23 4.388486 3.868457 3.882043 4.277633 3.187938 3.082486
31 22 24 -10.748 -9.00176 -9.04518 -9.69486 -5.81878 -5.79995
32 23 24 4.386078 3.807489 3.824529 4.220004 2.889334 2.809
33 24 25 -6.56418 -5.19919 -5.2172 -5.51211 -3.6368 -3.63013
34 25 26 0 0 0 0 0.281318 0.2556
35 25 27 -6.50461 -5.29527 -5.3203 -5.60427 -3.95975 -3.92892
36 28 27 6.131718 5.34965 5.382275 5.699016 5.181724 5.052304
37 27 29 0 0 0 0 0.545929 0.499429
38 27 30 0 0 0 0 0.633013 0.579641
39 29 30 0 0 0 0 0.341397 0.313009
40 8 28 1.28259 1.077587 1.082475 1.198787 0.602665 0.7475
41 6 28 5.223623 4.339461 4.366155 4.54161 4.595605 4.32152

Total 180.3783 166.4624 165.9803 181.3339 198.616 177.8159
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2. It is observed that for the IEEE-30 bus test system, the increase in line flow evaluated

due to an additional transaction between bus number 2 and 21 by PTDFs method is

almost near that of values evaluated by RPF. After carrying out OPF, results obtained

utilizing the z-bus algorithm are nearer than the rest of the methods.

5.2 Transmission Congestion Cost

In the deregulated power system, due to operating and thermal limits of line, cheaper

generators are not utilized to dispatch loads. Hence there is an increase in the cost of

energy produced. This increased cost of energy is identified as congestion cost. Determi-

nation of congestion cost and distribution of this among all participants is an important

issue in operation of the deregulated power system.

5.2.1 Congestion Cost Allocation to lines and generators

Total congestion cost (TCC) is evaluated by the generator re-dispatch method. In

this method, Optimal power flow is carried out with and without line flow constraints.

The difference in evaluated costs for both cases is identified as total congestion cost. With

the help of a dual variable associated with the congested lines, line wise allocation factor

was evaluated which further utilized [42] to allocate TCC to the congested line identified

as line wise congestion cost (LWCC). It is required to identify how generators connected

at different buses are responsible for creating congestion to the line flows. An algorithm

based on upstream theory suggested by J. Bialek [41] is utilized to determine generator

share to the line congestion.

Table 3: IEEE-14 bus line congestion cost in $/hr allocated to Generators

From
bus

To
bus

G1 G2 G3 G6 G8 Total
Line

Cong Cost
1 2 28.5324 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 28.5324 28.5324
2 4 22.1752 7.1729 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 29.3480 29.3480

Total Cost 50.7075 7.1729 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 57.8804 57.8804

In table 3 results are shown for IEEE-14 bus for allocation of TCC to congested lines

and to that of generators of the system. Line number 1(between bus number 1 and

2) and 4 (between bus number 2 and 4) are congested identified with the help of dual

variable associated with it. TCC of $ 57.8804 $/hr is allocated line 1 and 4 as well as
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to all generators. From the results it is evident that only generator 1 connected at bus

1 is responsible for congestion at line one and hence line 1 congestion cost allocated to

generator 1 only. For line 4, generator 1 and 2 are responsible for the congestion and

hence line congestion cost allocated to them in appropriation of the congestion.

Table 4: IEEE-14 bus Load share by individual Generators

Load/
Gen

G1 G2 G3 G6 G8
Total
Load

Actual
Load

L2 18.1171 5.8602 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 23.9774 21.7000
L3 50.3997 14.7605 29.6849 0.0000 0.0000 94.8450 94.2000
L4 40.4000 8.0240 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 48.4240 47.8000
L5 7.9046 0.7682 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 8.6729 7.6000
L6 9.3400 0.9077 0.0000 1.0925 0.0000 11.3402 11.2000
L9 8.2180 1.6322 0.0000 0.0000 19.7469 29.5972 29.5000
L10 2.5926 0.5013 0.0000 0.0158 5.9060 9.0157 9.0000
L11 2.8973 0.2816 0.0000 0.3389 0.0000 3.5177 3.5000
L12 5.0536 0.4911 0.0000 0.5911 0.0000 6.1359 6.1000
L13 11.2080 1.0893 0.0000 1.3110 0.0000 13.6083 13.5000
L14 5.9944 0.9106 0.0000 0.3229 7.7706 14.9985 14.9000

Total Gen 162.1255 35.2267 29.6849 3.6721 33.4236
Actual Gen 163.8824 35.2267 29.6849 3.6721 33.4236

Table 4 shows results for IEEE-14 bus load share by individual generators to all system

load. Generator at bus 1 is a higher capacity generator with cheaper fuel cost function.

Hence it is obvious that it supplies more than 50% of the load of the system. It is observed

that total supply to the load by generators is more to accommodate line losses.

In table 5 results of IEEE-30 bus for line congestion costs allocated to individual

generators is given. It shows that the total line congestion cost evaluated is almost equal

to the total congestion cost shared by individual generators. Line congestion cost between

line bus number 4 and 6 is shared by generators at bus 1 and 2. Line congestion cost

between line bus number 1 and 2 is shared by generators at bus 1 only.

For IEEE-30 bus system, load shared by individual generators are demonstrated in

table 6. Here also it is identified that total load shared by individual generators is different

than that of actual generation to accommodate system losses.
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Table 5: IEEE-30 Bus Line Congestion Cost in $/hr Allocated to Generators

From
bus

To
bus

G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 Total
LineCong

Cost
1 2 8.1549 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 8.1549 8.1549
4 6 134.8426 16.4807 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 151.3233 151.3233
Total
Cost

142.9975 16.4807 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 159.4783 159.4783

Table 6: IEEE-30 Bus Load Share by Individual Generators

Load
/Gen

G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6
Total
Laod

Actual
Load

L2 16.856 6.842 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 23.699 21.7
L3 3.258 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.258 2.4
L4 7.270 0.889 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 8.159 7.6
L5 28.677 11.640 54.298 0.000 0.000 0.000 94.616 94.2
L7 15.803 4.223 2.832 0.000 0.000 0.000 22.858 22.8
L8 6.805 1.720 0.000 21.490 0.000 0.000 30.015 30
L10 3.532 0.893 0.000 0.000 1.522 0.000 5.947 5.8
L12 10.104 1.235 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 11.339 11.2
L14 5.556 0.679 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 6.235 6.2
L15 7.410 0.906 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 8.315 8.2
L16 3.133 0.383 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.516 3.5
L17 5.760 1.297 0.000 0.000 1.956 0.000 9.012 9
L18 2.864 0.350 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.214 3.2
L19 6.103 1.365 0.000 0.000 2.044 0.000 9.512 9.5
L20 1.344 0.340 0.000 0.000 0.579 0.000 2.262 2.2
L21 10.429 2.636 0.000 0.000 4.492 0.000 17.557 17.5
L23 2.862 0.350 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.212 3.2
L24 5.556 1.326 0.000 0.155 1.694 0.000 8.731 8.7
L26 2.508 0.634 0.000 0.381 0.000 0.000 3.522 3.5
L29 1.751 0.443 0.000 0.266 0.000 0.000 2.459 2.4
L30 7.616 1.925 0.000 1.156 0.000 0.000 10.697 10.6

Total
Shared

155.200 40.074 57.130 23.447 12.287 0.000

Actual
Gen

157.403 40.244 57.130 23.469 12.301 0.000

5.2.2 Congestion Cost Allocated to Loads

To evaluate congestion cost allocation to load, downstream algorithm given by J.

Bialek [41] is utilized. Using the downstream algorithm, line congestion cost is distributed

among all individual generators. For this evaluated system results after carrying out OPF
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in the previous section are utilized. Table 7 shows results obtained for line congestion

cost allocated to all loads. In the table 7 L2, L3, ...Ln etc are the load at the buses 2,

3,...n. All costs mentioned in the table 7 are in $/hr.

Table 7: IEEE-14 Bus Line Congestion Cost in $/hr Share by Load

From
bus

To
bus

L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L9 L10 L11 L12 L13 L14 Total

1 2 4.365 12.170 6.593 0.561 0.750 1.357 0.418 0.236 0.411 0.910 0.762 28.532
2 4 0.000 5.480 17.696 0.000 0.000 3.642 1.093 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.438 29.348

Congestion cost allocated to loads for IEEE-30 bus system is shown in table 8 and 9.

It is observed that summation of individual cost allocated to load is equal to the TCC,

and hence self-validated.

Table 8: IEEE-30 Bus Line Congestion Cost in $/hr allocated to Load up to Bus No. 16

From
bus

To
bus

L2 L3 L4 L5 L7 L8 L10 L12 L14 L15 L16

1 2 1.288 0.000 0.171 2.393 0.876 0.357 0.181 0.253 0.141 0.187 0.079
4 6 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 34.526 16.422 8.339 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

Table 9: IEEE-30 Bus Line Congestion Cost in $/hr allocated to Load from Bus No. 16

From
bus

To
bus

L17 L18 L19 L20 L21 L23 L24 L26 L29 L30 Total

1 2 0.270 0.073 0.286 0.069 0.549 0.073 0.278 0.134 0.091 0.404 8.155
4 6 10.991 0.000 11.556 3.182 25.257 0.000 12.092 6.153 4.201 18.604 151.323

5.3 Transmission Congestion Cost management by Generator

Rescheduling

In constrained OPF, the highest serving generator/s are cheaper than other genera-

tors in the system. It is considered that dispatch patterns obtained during constrained

OPF using conventional methods are the optimal conditions of generators. However, for

the further reduction of the total cost, a method has developed in which new optimal

condition has evaluated by operating cheaper generators beyond its optimal value ob-

tained using conventional OPF methods. Similarly, costlier generators are operated at

lower operating conditions than that obtained using the conventional OPF method. The

suggested algorithm is implemented on IEEE-14 bus test system and the results obtained
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are tabulated. Table 10 shows the change in generation pattern after implementing the

suggested algorithm. Total 8 iterations are carried out. It is observed that total cost

reduced on each iteration satisfying flow limit up to 7th iteration. Congestion Cost re-

duced in the similar manner. Total cost also reduced on 8th iteration, but at the same

time flow limits are violated and hence generations at the 7th iteration are new optimal

values of generators. A generator connected at bus 1 is cheaper and dispatching most of

the load. Hence it is operated beyond the optimal point, while the generation of other

costlier generators is reduced than that of the optimal point.

Table 10: Evaluated Generation and TTC in $/hr with IEEE-14 Bus System

Bus
No.

Gen in
MW
Iter 0

Gen in
MW
Iter 1

Gen in
MW
Iter 2

Gen in
MW
Iter 3

Gen in
MW
Iter 4

Gen in
MW
Iter 5

Gen in
MW
Iter 6

Gen in
MW
Iter 7

Gen in
MW
Iter 8

Max
Cap
in

MW
1 163.88240 164.09605 164.30971 164.52338 164.73707 164.95078 165.16451 165.37825 165.59202 332.4
2 35.226715 35.17672 35.12672 35.07672 35.02672 34.97672 34.92672 34.87672 34.82672 140
3 29.68485 29.63486 29.58486 29.53486 29.48486 29.43486 29.38486 29.33486 29.28486 100
6 3.6720561 3.62206 3.57206 3.52206 3.47206 3.42206 3.37206 3.32206 3.27206 100
8 33.423553 33.37355 33.32355 33.27355 33.22355 33.17355 33.12355 33.07355 33.02355 100

Tot 265.88959 265.90323 265.91689 265.93056 265.94426 265.95797 265.97169 265.98544 265.99920
Cost 8139.40554 8138.74664 8138.09365 8137.44659 8136.80544 8136.17021 8135.54090 8134.91752 8134.30005
Diff 0 0.65890 1.31188 1.95895 2.60010 3.23533 3.86463 4.48802 5.10549
FLi Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N

Similar results are obtained for the IEEE-30 bus system for an initial total load of

283.4 MW. Results are tabulated in table 11 shows that up to 4th iteration branch flow

in limits. Hence generation obtained during this iteration could be considered as optimal

values. Total cost and congestion cost evaluated at this iteration are optimized costs

within the branch flow limit. For load case 2 there is an increase of 10% considered in

base case load and results are obtained for the same.

Table 11: Evaluated Generation and TTC in $/hr with IEEE-30 Bus System (Load Case 1)

Bus
No.

Gen in
MW
Iter 0

Gen in
MW
Iter 1

Gen in
MW
Iter 2

Gen in
MW
Iter 3

Gen in
MW
Iter 4

Gen in
MW
Iter 5

Gen in
MW
Iter 6

Gen in
MW
Iter 7

Gen in
MW
Iter 8

Max
Cap

in MW
1 157.40275 157.66970 157.93668 158.20369 158.47073 158.73780 159.00490 159.27203 159.53919 360.2
2 40.24359 40.19359 40.14359 40.09359 40.04359 39.99359 39.94359 39.89359 39.84359 140
5 57.13002 57.08002 57.03002 56.98002 56.93002 56.88002 56.83002 56.78002 56.73002 100
8 23.46865 23.41865 23.36865 23.31865 23.26865 23.21865 23.16865 23.11865 23.06865 100
11 12.30057 12.25057 12.20057 12.15057 12.10057 12.05057 12.00057 11.95057 11.90057 100
13 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 100

Tot 290.54559 290.61254 290.67952 290.74653 290.81357 290.88064 290.94774 291.01487 291.08203
Cost 9065.62238 9064.09563 9062.57677 9061.06578 9059.56267 9058.06744 9056.58011 9055.10066 9053.62910
Diff 0 1.52675 3.04562 4.55660 6.05971 7.55494 9.04227 10.52172 11.99328
Fli Y Y Y Y Y N N N N

This method was implemented on the IEEE-118 bus test system for different loading
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conditions. In the IEEE-14 bus system there are 5 generators and in IEEE-30 bus system

there are 6 generators and hence only one generator with maximum capacity is selected

for increasing generation while generations of others are reduced. In the IEEE-18 bus

system there are 54 generators. Hence selection of only one generator with maximum

capacity is not enough for implementing this method. For the IEEE-118 bus test system

eight generators with the higher capacity are selected for increasing generation while that

of others reduced. Here Generators at bus numbers 89,69,80,65,66,10,100 and 26 are

selected as the higher capacity generators in the sequence of their generation after carried

out OPF. Generation of these generators initialize to increased value than the optimal

value obtained by conventional OPF method while others are reduced than that of the

optimal values. The following table 5 shows the result obtained for the system load 4242

MW (Case 1).

Table 12: Evaluated Generation and TTC in $/hr with IEEE-118 Bus System (Load Case 1)

Bus
No.

Gen in
MW
Iter 0

Gen in
MW
Iter 1

Gen in
MW
Iter 2

Gen in
MW
Iter 3

Gen in
MW
Iter 4

Gen in
MW
Iter 5

Gen in
MW
Iter 6

Gen in
MW
Iter 7

Gen in
MW
Iter 8

Max
Cap in
MW

89 500.74797 500.90797 501.06797 501.22797 501.38797 501.54797 501.70797 501.86797 502.02797 707
69 450.97462 457.60468 464.24062 470.88251 477.53035 484.18416 490.84394 497.50970 504.18146 805.2
80 428.96157 429.12157 429.28157 429.44157 429.60157 429.76157 429.92157 430.08157 430.24157 577
65 351.50575 351.66575 351.82575 351.98575 352.14575 352.30575 352.46575 352.62575 352.78575 491
66 348.46816 348.62816 348.78816 348.94816 349.10816 349.26816 349.42816 349.58816 349.74816 492
10 342.56715 342.72715 342.88715 343.04715 343.20715 343.36715 343.52715 343.68715 343.84715 550
100 230.79933 230.95933 231.11933 231.27933 231.43933 231.59933 231.75933 231.91933 232.07933 352
26 229.84390 230.00390 230.16390 230.32390 230.48390 230.64390 230.80390 230.96390 231.12390 414
1 41.05201 40.89201 40.73201 40.57201 40.41201 40.25201 40.09201 39.93201 39.77201 100
6 17.350613 17.190613 17.030613 16.870613 16.710613 16.550613 16.390613 16.230613 16.070613 100

Tot 4313.73366 4314.12372 4314.51966 4314.92155 4315.32939 4315.74320 4316.16298 4316.58874 4317.02050
Cost 130008.64 130004.723 130003.039 130003.5994 130006.407 130011.468 130018.787 130028.369 130040.220
Diff 0 3.92002380 5.60334260 5.04355921 2.23567980 -2.82530642 -10.1444273 -19.7267280 -31.5772707
Iter 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Flim Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y N

For IEEE-118 bus system line flow limitations violates at 8th iteration. But it is

osevrved that after 2nd iteration TCC is reduced even though line flow constraints are

satisfied. Hence operating values of generators are considered as that of 2nd iterations.

Last column of the table 12 showing maximum capacity limit of generators. During each

iteration it is also checked that generators are not violating the maximum capacity limit

of generation. More results are obtained for other load conditions but not displayed here

due to limitations.
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6 Transmission congestion management

Different congestion management technique are discussed in this section along with

result obtained on standard test systems.

6.1 Congestion Management by Load curtailment of highest

loads

In constrained OPF, the higher capacity loads are to be considered more responsible

for line congestion. It is possible to relieve congestion as well as congestion cost if we

reduce the highest demands in steps. In this method, the first three higher capacity

loads are considered to observe the effect of load curtailment. Results are obtained for

the IEEE-30 bus system for an initial total load of 283.4 MW. First, the highest three

loads of the system identified as on bus no. 5, 8 and 7 with the corresponding loads

are 94.2 MW, 30 MW and 28.2 MW. During each iteration a 2 MW reduction in load is

considered as load curtailment. Fuel costs for constrained and unconstrained optimization

are obtained for each case and TCC is evaluated for each case.

Table 13: Evaluated Generation Cost and Congestion Cost with IEEE-30 Bus System

With Load curtail of 2 MW each iteration
Base Case W/O Load curtail

iter 1 iter 2 iter 3
Constrained 8820.571 8575.86 8331.484 8906.144097
Unconstrained 8663.465 8421.087 8179.015 9065.62238
Total Cong cost 157.1067 154.7727 152.4694 159.4782832

Without load curtail, congestion cost found is 159.478 $/hr. At the end of the first

iteration, congestion cost was evaluated to 157.1067 $/hr which is less than the initial

values of congestion cost 159.4783 $/hr. Similarly, at the end of iteration 2 and 3; con-

gestion cost evaluated which comes to be 154.7727 $/hr and 152.4694 $/hr. For all three

iterations, the congestion cost evaluated is less than the initial value of congestion cost.

Considering the impact of the load curtailment on customers, the whole process was re-

peated till three iterations only. However, depending on the priority of the load, load

selected for curtailment can be appropriately chosen. Similar kind of results are obtained

for different loading conditions as well as for larger bus test systems.
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6.2 Congestion management by power injection with help of

distributed generation

In this work a method has been developed to identify congested line and power in-

jection through distributed generation at load drawl bus to relieve the congestion and

congestion cost. This algorithm carrying out normal OPF in unconstrained manner and

than in constrained manner. The developed method has been implemented on IEEE-30

bus test system for different power injection up to three iterations. Congested line are

identified as line number 1 and 7. Line 1 is connected between bus 1 and 2 where as line

7 is connected between bus 4 and 6. A 2 MW of power is injected at far end of this buses

during each iteration, i. e. at bus 2 and bus 7. Results are evaluated as described in

following tables.

Table 14: Evaluated Generation cost and Congestion cost with IEEE-30 Bus System

With power injection of 2 MW each iteration Base Case
W/O injiter 1 iter 2 iter 3

Constrained 8904.802 8744.361 8584.295 9065.6224
Unconstrained 8749.825 8593.66 8437.649 8906.1441
Total Cong cost 154.9768 150.7009 146.6462 159.47828

It is observed from table 14 that congestion cost reduced during each iteration consid-

erably as a fix amount of power injected at the far end of the congested bus. Reduction

in the congestion cost is more compared to the load curtailment method considering same

operating situations. Reduction of congestion cost to 154.9768 $/hr for power injection

of 2 MW. For each iteration reduction of congestion cost of almost 4 $/hr is obtained.

Similar results are obtained for higher bus test systems also.

6.3 Load relieving method using social welfare function with

financial instruments

Locational Marginal Prices (LMP) are obtained during optimal power flow which are

indicating of spot price at particular bus. Generally LMP is the price and payment that

buyers and generators received respectively. Due to line flow constraints if there is an

increase in LMPs at constrained lines and hence there may be price risk for generators

and loads both. To hedge the price risk, financial instruments like financial transmission
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rights (FTRs) and contract for differences (CFDs) are used. Also, to make this financial

instruments functioning, maximization of social welfare is carried out using customer

benefit function along with generation cost function. Fig 1 shows the algorithm for load

curtailment method [76] considering maximizing of social welfare along with applying

financial tool as mentioned earlier. This algoeithm follows the sequence mentioned below.

� Set the lower MW limits of all the generators and consumers according to their

physical operation limits and the existing bilateral transactions.

� Solve the dispatch problem by the use of optimization method to obtain optimal

generation, demand and nodal prices.

� Check for the revenue adequacy constraints of all the participants.

� If any of these constraints cannot be satisfied, reduce the corresponding participants

lower MW limits and then solve the problem again.

For the algorithm shown by Fig 1, both bilateral and multilateral contract considered

and results are obtain for IEEE-14 and IEEE-30 bus test systems. Details of multilateral

contract for IEEE-30 bus test system are shown in table 15. Here results of IEEE-30 bus

system for multilateral contract are given in table 16.

Table 15: IEEE-30 Bus Details of multilateral Contract

Sr
No.

Gen
Bus

Load
Bus

Amount of
CFD in MW

Amount of
FTR in MW

Strike Price
in $/MW

1 2 21 55 55 37
2 1 10 30 30 25

Table 16: Evaluated Costs for IEEE-30 Bus System

Bus
no

Min Profit
of Gen
in $/hr

Profit of
Gen in
$/hr

Min profit
of customer

in $/hr

Profit of
customer
in $/hr

No. of
iterations

2 21.036 267.061 0.000 0.000

3
1 119.414 1389.746 0.000 0.000
21 0.000 0.000 9.169 9.856
10 0.000 0.000 2.623 373.344

It is observed that minimum profit achieved at 3rd iteration and Load at bus 21 is

curtailed to 15.79375 MW from 17.5 MW and at bus 10 curtailed to 5.2345 MW from
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Figure 1: Iterative Procedure to Solve Optimal Dispatch with Revenue Adequacy Constraints

to 5.8 MW. This algorithm repeats till the constraint of minimum benefit is satisfied.

Minimum profit for supplier at bus 1 (Gen at bus 1) and their customer (Load at bus

10)achieved during the first iteration itself, but it took two more iterations to achieve

minimum profit for supplier at bus 2 (Gen at bus 2) and its customer (Load at bus 21).
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7 Achievements with respect to objectives

This research work led to develop new methods and modified methods from conven-

tional methods to identify the impact of the additional power transaction, for evaluation

of TCC and transmission congestion cost management. Achievements claimed in this

work are summarized as below:

1. A method developed from that of conventional method to investigate the impact of

power transaction for deregulated power market model. (Publication 1: National

Conference)

2. TCC has been evaluated using OPF with and without line flow constraints.This

TCC evaluated allocated to congested line with help of dual variable associated

with the congested lines..

3. Evaluated TCC allocated to generators and loads responsible for line congestion

according to their share in line flows to the congested lines. (Publication 3:Scopus

indexed international Journal)

4. A novel method developed to operate cheaper generators beyond optimal points and

costlier generators at lesser optimal points so that congestion cost be reduced.

5. Two methods have been proposed to reduce the higher values of load and injection

of local distributed generation to relieve congestion and congestion cost.

6. A unique method of load curtailment suggested for the congestion management

which uses optimization of social welfare function along with financial instruments

(Publication 2: Scopus indexed international journal).

8 Conclusion

Presented work has given the development of methods for the solution of some key

issues related to transmission congestion management in the deregulated electrical power

system. Methods developed for transmission line flow increase due to additional power

transactions evaluated by the modified method of PTDF and z-bus algorithm. Results

obtained on standard test systems by these methods are nearer and alike to that of

conventional PTDF methods. Bialek’s up-stream and down-stream algorithms are utilized
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to present a method for the allocation of TCC to generators and loads as per their share

to congestion of the lines. Obtained results on standards test systems (IEEE-14 bus and

IEEE-30 bus) show that summation of congestion cost allocated to generators as well

as to the loads is equal to TCC. Different congestion management techniques to relieve

congestion as well as congestion cost presented. A novel method discussed to reduce

congestion cost by operating cheaper generators beyond the optimal points at the same

time operating costlier generators at reduced generation than that of their optimal points.

Obtained results demonstrated a reduction in TCC.

A load curtailment method by identification and reduction of higher load connected

to the system is discussed along with a method of injection of local distributed generation

to reduce congestion and its cost. Another method of load curtailment maximizing social

welfare function with the application of price hedging financial tools also discussed. All

these methods are tested on the standard test system of IEEE-14 bus, IEEE-30 bus and

IEEE-118 bus systems. Results obtained show that congestion relieved along with the

reduction in its cost.
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